Analysis of gene expression in non-regressed and regressed bovine corpus luteum tissue using a customized ovarian cDNA array.
The lifespan of the bovine corpus luteum (CL) is an important factor in the control of normal ovarian cyclicity and the establishment and maintenance of pregnancy. There is increasing evidence that CL lifespan is regulated by alternative expression of genes that promote or inhibit luteolysis. To gain further insights into these events a 434 character ovarian cDNA array comprising genes attributed to key aspects of CL function including more than 100 anonymous expressed sequence tags (ESTs) was constructed and screened with alpha(33)P dATP labeled RNA isolated from non-regressed (n=6) and regressed (n=6) CL tissue. Significance analysis of microarrays (SAM) identified 15 genes that changed expression 1.7-fold or more with a false discovery rate of <5%. The differentially expressed genes encoded enzymes involved in steroid biosynthesis and oxygen radical metabolism and proteins involved in extracellular matrix remodeling, apoptosis and cell structure. Results for five of the differentially expressed genes including matrix gla protein and collagen alpha1(I) (extracellular matrix), glutathione-S-transferase alpha I (oxygen metabolism), clusterin (apoptosis) and scavenger receptor BI (steroid biosynthesis) were confirmed by Northern blot analysis and found to be significantly different (P<0.01) between non-regressed and regressed CL tissue. Collectively this study identified genes with recognized roles in CL regression, genes with potential roles in this process and genes whose function have yet to be defined in this event.